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Compliance management
This view displays a column with different regulatory standards (you can add new standards).
Clicking on any of them shows the related sections. You can edit or delete them.

In case you are looking for a section or report for further analysis or review, two search bars allow
you to search directly by section or report. Besides, you can add or delete new sections.
If you delete one section, all the associated reports will also be deleted.
The reports can be exported to a JSON format file. You can also import Compliance (JSON format)
UTMSTack provides over a hundred pre-built compliance-reporting templates. You can effortlessly
create, edit, save, and export any report to demonstrate compliance during an audit easily.
You can find these templates on Compliance> Compliance management>View compliance
HIPAA. The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act establishes the standard for
the electronic exchange, privacy, and security of health information, protecting patient data.
This includes covered entities and business associates. Any organization that electronically
transmits or stores healthcare information must deploy security procedures to guarantee its
safeguard
ISO 27001. ISO/IEC 27001. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) developed 27001 to implement information
security controls.
GDPR. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is applied to organizations that collect
or process data from European residents or have a residence in the UE. If an organization
selling products or services, has facilities or runs a web site in the EU, the GDPR is applied

GLBA: It is a United States federal law that requires financial institutions to explain how they
share and protect their customers’ private information.
SOC: Developed by the AICPA, SOC 2 is specially designed for service providers storing
customer data in the cloud. That means SOC 2 applies to nearly every SaaS company, as
well as any company that uses the cloud to store its customers’ information.
In this view, you can use a search bar to search by solution, and it is possible to add new sections.
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